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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [2] a method was given for constructing rings T which in the com- 
mutative case are regular local rings of dimension 2. If such a ring T is not 
commutative it may have an infinite number of maximal ideals but still in 
some ways behaves like a local ring. The ring T is prime left and right 
Noetherian with a non-zero element y of its Jacobson radical such that 
yT= Ty and T/yT is a semi-prime principal right and left ideal ring; also 
conjugation by the powers of y acts transitively on the set of prime ideals 
of T minimal over y. The number of these prime ideals is denoted by n or 
n(T) and the value of n has an important effect on the structure of T. It was 
shown in [2] that T is often isomorphic to a tiled matrix ring over a 
special type of integral domain, but this was only proved for certain values 
of II with extra conditions on T. One of the main results of this paper is to 
show that T is always equivalent to a tiled matrix ring (Theorem 4.5), 
where two rings are regarded as being equivalent if one is isomorphic to a 
full matrix ring over the other. We also establish some additional general 
properties of T, e.g., that every finitely generated indecomposable projective 
T-module is uniform (Theorem 2.9) and T has only a finite number of 
isomorphism types of such modules (Theorem 4.8). 
Some general properties of T are proved in Section 2 using non-com- 
binatorial methods. The idea of matrix-equivalence mentioned above is 
introduced in Section 3. Combinatorial methods are used in Section 4 to 
derive the structure of T in terms of tiled matrices. 
2. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THE RING T 
In this section we establish some properties satisfied by all rings T of the 
type given in 2.1 below. This notation will be used henceforth without 
further explanation. 
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Not&on 2.1. T is a prime left and right Noetherian ring; y is a non- 
zero element of the Jacobson radical J(T) of T such that yT= Ty; n OP 
n(T) denotes the number of prime ideals of T which are minimal over y; if 
P and Q are prime ideals minimal over y then Q = y -‘Py’ for some integer 
i; * denotes image in T* = T/yT; T* is the direct sum of n rings each of 
which is isomorphic to Mk( W) for some principal right and left ideal 
domain W and positive integer k. A ring will be said to be T-type if it 
satisfies these conditions on T. 
Some basic properties of T can be proved as in [2]. For example, the 
Krull and global dimensions of T are 2. If P is a height-l prime of T then 
either y 4 P in which case P is a principal ideal and is not idempotent, or 
y E P in which case P is idempotent and projective. Also every right or left 
annihilator in T is principal and projective. For general information about 
Noetherian rings we refer the reader to [ 11, and for background material 
on rings of T-type we refer to [2]. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let KE L be complement right ideals of T. Then K is 
isomorphic to a direct summand of L. 
ProoJ Because T is a prime left and right Noetherian ring we know 
that K and L are right annihilators. Let Z(K) denote the left annihilator of 
K in T. Suppose that b E L with by E K. Then Z(K)by = 0. Hence l(K)b = 0 so 
that b E K. It follows that Kn Ly = Ky. Therefore K/KY = K/(Kn Ly) z 
(K+ Ly)/Ly as right T*-modules. Thus K/KY embeds in L/Ly. But KJKy 
and L/Ly are finitely generated projective right T*-modules, and T* is 
the direct sum of rings each of which has a unique finitely generate 
indecomposable projective right module. By comparing the decompositions 
of K/KY and L/Ly into indecomposables and using the fact that K/KY 
embeds in L/Ly we see that K/KY is isomorphic to a direct summand of 
L/Ly. It follows by Nakayama’s lemma that K is isomorphic to a direct 
summand of L. 1 
It is important to note that in 2.2 we are not claiming that K is an 
internal direct summand of L, and in general this is not true (see 2.4). 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let K be a complement right ideal of T. Suppose that 
udim(K) = r, where udim(K) denotes the uniform or Goldie dimension of K. 
Then K is the direct sum of r uniform right ideals. 
Proof. Suppose that K # 0 and let U be a maximal uniform submodule 
of K as a right T-module. Then U is a complement right ideal of T. By 2.2 
there are right T-submodules V and W of K such that K= Y@ W (internal 
direct sum) and Vr U. Thus I’ is a uniform right ideal, and W is a com- 
plement right ideal. Now repeat the process with W in place of K. 1 
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EXAMPLE 2.4. We shall construct an example in which T is not a p.p. 
ring. In such an example there is an element a such that the right 
annihilator K of a is not generated by an idempotent. By taking L = T we 
see that K is not always an internal direct summand of L in 2.2. Let R be 
the ring of commutative polynomials in two indeterminates u and o over a 
field and let S be the localisation of R at the ideal generated by u and D. Set 
T=(“s ;)> y=(; E;)- 
Then T and y satisfy 2.1. Set 
u v 
t= 0 0 ( ) 
and let r(t) denote the right annihilator of t in T. Clearly r(t) # 0. We shall 
show that T is not a p.p. ring by supposing that e is an idempotent element 
of T with e E r(t) and showing that e = 0. We have 
e= 
for some a, b, c, dE S. Because te = 0 we have ua + DC = 0. But u and v are 
prime elements of S with US # VS. Therefore a = vu’ and c = UC’ for some 
a’, c’ E S. Hence a’ + c’ = 0. Set s = a’ then a = vs and c = -us. Because 
e = e2 we have a = a2 + vbc, i.e., us = v2s2 + uvbs, i.e., s = us* + ubs. Because 
16 US + US we must have s = 0. Because te = 0 and e is idempotent we have 
uvb + vd = 0 and d = d2. Thus ub = -d, and either d = 0 or d = 1. Because u 
is not a unit of S we have b=d=O. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let q be a positive integer and set S = M4( T). Then S 
is of T-type as in 2.1. 
ProoJ This is straightforward, taking the special element of S to be the 
scalar matrix determined by the special element y of T. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let F be a free right T-module of finite rank and let K 
be a complement submodule of F. Then K is isomorphic to a direct summand 
of F. 
ProoJ: Let q be the rank of F and set S = End(F,). We have S z M,(T). 
Thus S is of T-type by 2.5. Regard F as an S- T-bimodule. Set 
I= {s E S: SFG K}. Because F is free we have K = IF. By Theorem 1.3 of 
[4] we know that I is a complement right ideal of S. Hence Z= US for 
some a. Also the right annihilator r(u) of a in S satisfies r(u) = eS for some 
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idempotent e. We have K = IF = aSF = aF. We shall complete the proof by 
showing that aF E (1 - e)F. 
Let f~ F with af= 0. There exists s E S such that SF = f T (e.g., map all 
the elements of a fixed basis of F to f). Thus 0 = uf T = asF so that as = 0. 
Hence s E r(a), where r(a) = es. Therefore (1 - e)s = 0 and 0 = (1 - e)sF = 
(1 - e)fT. Hence (1 - e)f = 0. Thus the mapping given by uf -+ (1 - e)f is 
an isomorphism between al; = K and (1 - e)F. m 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let F be a free right T-module off&e rank and let 
KC L be complement submodules of F. Then K is isomorphic to a direct 
summand of L. 
Proof By 2.6 we know that K and L are projective. We shall use the 
same notation as in the proof of 2.6. Let X denote the left annihilator of a 
in S. Then XK = XaF = 0. Suppose that f E F with Xf = 0. We have SF = f T 
for some s E S. Thus 0 = Xf T = XsF. Hence Xs = 0. But aS is a right 
annihilator, so that Xs = 0 implies s E as. Hence f T= SF c aSF= aF== K 
Therefore K = {f E F: Xf = O}. It is now easy to modify the proof of 2.2 to 
show that Kn Ly = Ky, that K/KY embeds in LJLy, and that K is 
isomorphic to a direct summand of L. 1 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let F be a free right T-module offinite rank and let K 
be a complement submodule of F. Then K is a direct sum of uniform modules. 
Proof: This is an easy modification of the proof of 2.3. 1 
THEOREM 2.9. Let P be a finitely generated indecomposable projective 
right T-module. Then P is untform. 
Proof There is a free right T-module F of finite rank such that P is 
isomorphic to a direct summand of F. Thus there is a complement sub- 
module K of F such that K z P. Therefore P is a direct sum of uniform 
modules by 2.8. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Suppose that T= M,(S) for some ring S and positive 
integer q. Then S is of T-type. 
Proof. We have yT= M,(I) for some ideal Z of S. Set S* = SfI. We 
shall show that S* has the appropriate properties and that I is a principal 
ideal of S. The other properties required of S are easily proved. 
Up to isomorphism we have M&S*) = T*. Because T* is a direct sum 
of prime rings so also is S *. Let U be one of the prime direct summands of 
S*. In the notation of 2.1 we have M,(U) z Mk( w) for some principal 
right and left ideal domain W. Thus W, and hence also U, is a hereditary 
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Noetherian prime ring with a unique finitely generated indecomposable 
projective right (left) module. It follows by standard arguments that U is 
isomorphic to a full matrix ring over a principal right and left ideal 
domain. 
We know that Z is an invertible ideal of S because M,(Z) = yT which is 
an invertible ideal of T. Let Q,, . . . . Q, be the prime ideals of S/which are 
minimal over Z and for each i set Pi = M,(Qi). Then P, , . . . . P, are the prime 
ideals of T minimal over y. By 2.1 the rings T/P, are isomorphic to each 
other and so have the same uniform dimension. Because Z is invertible there 
is an isomorphism between the lattices of right S-submodules of S/Q, and 
I/Q,I. Hence udim(S/Q,) = udim(Z/Q,Z). We fix a value of i. It is easy to 
show that ZQiZ-’ = Q,, where yPiy-’ = Pi. Hence ZQi= QjZ. Working 
with right S-modules we have udim(Z/ZQ,) = udim(Z/QjZ) = udim(S/Qj) = 
udim(S/QJ. Thus Z/ZQi and S/Q, are finitely generated projective right 
S/Qi-modules of the same uniform dimension. But S/Q, has a unique 
finitely generated indecomposable projective right module. Therefore 
I/IQ, = S/Q,. 
We now let i range from 1 to IZ. Because n P, = yT we have n Qi = Z. 
Also if i # j we have P, + P, = T so that Q, + Qj = S. Hence S/Ir 
@ CS/QI r 0 CZ/ZQ, z Z/( n ZQi) = I/I*. But ZG J(S) because y E J(T). 
Therefore Zr S as right S-modules. Hence Z is principal as a right ideal, 
and by symmetry also as a left ideal. 1 
3. MATRIX EQUIVALENCE 
DEFINITION 3.1. Two rings R and S are said to be matrix-equivalent if 
there is a positive integer u and rings R,, R,, . . . . R, such that R. = R, 
R, = S, and for each i from 1 to u either Ri is isomorphic to a full matrix 
ring over R, _ 1 or Ri- 1 is isomorphic to a full matrix ring over Ri. 
This definition formalises the idea of regarding R and S as being 
equivalent if one of them is a full matrix ring over the other (note that this 
simple version of the relation is not transitive). By 2.5 and 2.10 we know 
that the class of all rings of T-type is closed under matrix-equivalence. We 
shall show in 3.2 that it is not closed under Morita-equivalence. Clearly 
matrix-equivalence implies Morita-equivalence. An easy example to show 
that the reverse implication is not true in general is given by taking F to be a 
field and noting that the rings F@ F and F@ M2(F) are Morita-equivalent 
but not matrix-equivalent. The importance of matrix-equivalence in the 
study of rings T as in 2.1 is that, up to matrix-equivalence, we may assume 
that udim( T) = n(T) (3.3). 
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EXAMPLE 3.2. Let D be a left and right Noetherian integral domain 
with a non-zero central element z such that D/zD z M,(F) for some field F 
and let S be the localisation of D[x] at the ideal generated by x and z. Set 
and 
Then T and y satify 2.1. Set T* = T/yT and S * = SJzS. We identify T* 
with S* @ S* via the map induced by 
-+ (a*, d*), 
where a, b, c, d E S. Up to isomorphism we have S* = M3(W), where W is 
the localisation of F[x] at the ideal generated by X. We fix matrix units eD 
for S *. Choose a E S such that a* = el, and set b = 1 - a. Then 
is an idempotent element of T and e* = (a*, b*) = (el,, ez2 i- es3). 
We shall show that TeT= T and that eTe is not of T-type. We 
have S*a*S* = S* = S*b*S*. Hence T* = T*e*T*, i.e., T= TeT-i- yT. 
Therefore T = TeT because y E J(T). 
Set lJ=eTe. Let A = ( $ z,“) and B = (: r”,). Then A and B are the only 
prime ideals of T minimal over y. Hence A and B are the only idempotent 
height-l primes of T. Therefore eAe and eBe are the only idempotent 
height-l primes of U. If U were of T-type we would have UleAe z U/&e. 
But U/eAe=U/(UnA)~(U+A)/A=(eTe+A)/A=(uSu,+ZS T)/(?j Z,“)Z 
(aSa + zS)/zS = a*S*a* = e,,M,(W)e,, z Wand UJeBe z b*S*b* zz 
(e22 + e33) M3( W)(e22 + e3d 2 M2( W). 
THEOREM 3.3. Up to matrix equivalence we have udim( T) = n(T). 
ProojI We can use the same methods as were used to prove 
Theorem 4.14 of [2] to show that T E M,(W) for some ring W and 
positive integer q where udim( W) divides n( 7’). We know that W is of 
T-type by 2.10, and n(W) = n( T). Thus up to matrix equivalence we may 
suppose that udim( T) divides n(T). We have n(T) = d. udim( T) for some 
positive integer d. Set S = Md( T). Then S is matrix-equivalent to T and 
udim(S)=d.udim(T)=Iz(T)=rz(S). u 
4. THE STRUCTURE OF T WHEN udim(T)=M(T) 
Notation 4.1. As in 4.1 and 4.6 of [2] let e,, . . . . e, be the central idern- 
potents of T* adding to 1 such that each eiT* is a prime ring. Let s be the 
automorphism of T* induced by t -+ y -lty in T. Choose the numbering so 
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that s(ei) = e2, s(eZ) = e3, . . . . s(e,) = e,. Let. P, be the set of isomorphism 
classes of finitely generated projective right T-modules (we will often not 
distinguish between a module and its isomorphism class). Let Uj be the 
unique indecomposable finitely generated projective right e, T*-module. 
For XE PO set p(X) = (x1, .,., x,,), where X/Xy is the direct sum over i of Xi 
copies of U,. Some basic properties of the function p are proved in 4.7 and 
4.12 of [Z]. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that udim(T) = n(T) and let X be a finitely 
generated uniform projective right T-module. Then Tr X@ Xy@ . . . 0 
Xy”- ’ as right T-modules. 
ProoJ As in 4.1 set p(X) = (x1, . . . . x,). Let w  = x1 + . . . +x, and Y= 
xoxyo . .. 0 Xy”- ‘. Each Xy’ is a uniform right T-module so that 
udim( Y) = n. By 4.12 of [2] we have p(Xy) = (x,, xi, . . . . x,-r), and so on. 
Hence p(Y) = C, p(Xy’) = (w, w, . . . . w). Let r be the smallest positive 
integer such that (r, r, . . . . r) = p(A) for some non-zero finitely generated 
projective right T-module A. By 4.10 of [2] we have w= rw’ for some 
positive integer w’. Hence p(Y) = (w, w, . . . . w) = w’ . (r, r, . . . . r) = w’ . p(A). 
Therefore Y z A “‘I, where A”’ denotes the direct sum of w’ copies of A. 
Hence n = udim( Y) = w’ . udim(A). Also T/Ty = e, T* 0 . . . 0 e, T*, where 
each eiT* is of the form Mk( W) as in 2.1. Therefore p(T) = (k, k, . . . . k). 
Again by 4.10 of [2] we have k = k’r for some positive integer k’ and 
Tz AF. Hence n = udim( T) = k’ . udim(A). But n = w’ . udim(A) from 
above. Therefore w’ = k’, i.e., w  = k, i.e., p(Y) = p(T), i.e., Y % T. 1 
COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose that udim(T) = n(T) and let X be a finitely 
generated uniform projective right T-module. 
(1) Ifp(X)=(x, ,..., x,~) then xl+ ... +x,=k. 
(2) If n # 1 then X@ Xy is a direct summand of T as right T-modules. 
ProoJ Part (1) was established in the proof of 4.2, and (2) is an 
immediate consequence of 4.2. 1 
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose that udim( T) = n(T). Then there are orthogonal 
idempotents fi, . . . . f, of T adding to 1 such that f,* =ei for all i and 
A-, 1 T~L~TY. 
ProoJ: If n is odd we can use the same method of proof as was used in 
5.4 of [Z]. From now on we suppose that n is even with n = 2r. We shall 
proceed by induction on n. 
Let A and B be the ideals of T which contain y and satisfy A* = 
elT*+e3T*+e,T*+ .-a +e,-,T* and B*=e,T*+e,T*+e6T*+ .+- 
+e,T*. We have: AnB=yT, A+B=T; y-lAy=B; y-lBy=A. Let X 
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be a finitely generated projective uniform right T-module and set p(X) = 
x ). By 4.3 we know that x1 + . - 1 + x = k and that XOXy is a 
%!ecthummandof T.Definef:(XA@XB)-+(>~+XB)byf(u,u)=u-v 
for all u E XA, a E XB. Then Ker(f) z XA n XB so that there is a short 
exact sequence 0 -+ (XA n XB) -+ (X4 @ Xi?) -+ (X4 -I- 23) -+ 0. But 
XA n XB = X(A A B) = Xy because X is projective, and XA -I- XB = Xh 
Because X is projective the short exact sequence splits and XA @ XB z 
X@Xy. Because X and Xy are finitely generated projective uniform right 
T-modules so also are XA and XB. 
Set p(XA) = (a,, . . . . a,) and p(XB) = (b,, . . . . b,). By 4.12 of [2] we have 
P(~Y)=(~n,xl, *->x,-A. Because X@XyrXA@XB we have 
p(X) + p(Xy) = p(XA) + p(XB), i.e., xi+ xi- 1 = a, + b, for all i (where we 
identify x0 with x,, etc.). We have eLA* = e,T* if and only if i is odd. 
Therefore by 5.3 of [2] we have aj = xi + xi-r for all odd i. 
With X as above and p(X) = (x, , . . . . x,) we now choose X to maximise 
X and subsequently to maximise x3, and subsequently to maxim&e x5, 
a$ so on. But XA is also a finitely generated projective uniform right 
T-module with p(XA) = (a,, . . . . a,), where a, =x1 +x,. By maximality of 
x1 we have x, = 0 and a, =x1. Also a3 =xj + xs and it follows from the 
maximality of x3 that x2 = 0 and a3 = x3. And so on. Hence xi = 0 for all 
eveni.Thusp(X)=(x,,O,~~,O,...,x,_~,O)withx,+x~+..-+~,_~=k~ 
By 4.12 of [2] we have p(Xy*)= (x,-r, 0, x1, 0, x3, 0, . ..). and so on. Set 
P=X@Xy2@Xy4@ ..* @xyn-2 and Q=XyOXy3@Xy5@ ... @ 
XynT1. Then p(P) = p(X) + p(Xy2) + e-e + p(Xynv2) = (k, 0, k, 0, . . . . k, 0) 
and p(Q)= (0, k, 0, k, . . . . 0, k). Also p(P) -I- p(Q) = (k, k, . ..) k) = p(T) so 
that P@Qz T. 
Therefore there are orthogonal idempotents f and g of T with f + g = 1 
such that p(fT) = (k, 0, k, 0, .., k, 0) and p(gT)= (0, k, 0, k, . . . . 0, k). 
4.12 of [2]’ we have p(fTy) = p( gT) and p( gTy) =p(fT). Therefore 
fTyrgTandgTyzfT.Sete=e,+e,+e,+ ... +e,_,.Becausep(fT)== 
(k 0, k, 0, . . . . k,O) we have fT/fTygelT*+e3T*+ ... +e,-,T*=eT*. 
But fT/fTy=fTJ(fTnTy)z(fT+Ty)/Ty=f*T*. Hence f*T*== 
f*T*e. Thus f *T* is a right ideal of the ring eT* with f *T* zeT* as 
right eT*-modules. Also f * is idempotent. Therefore f * = e. 
We aim to use induction on the rings f Tf and gTg and so we must show 
that these rings have the appropriate properties. Set W = fTf, G = 
H = gT.’ V= gTg. The following calculations may seem more natu i 
one thinks in terms of the ring 
It is elementary that the rings U and V are prime left and right Noetherian. 
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We have gTz fTy as right T-modules so that gTg E f Tyg as right gTg- 
modules. Because f *g* = 0 and f * and g* are central elements of T* we 
have (f Tg)* = 0. Hence f Tg E Ty from which it follows that f Tg = f Tyg. 
From above we know that fTygr gTg, i.e., Gr V as right V-modules. 
Therefore G = aV, where a generates G as a free right V-module. Similarly 
G=Ua’ and H=bU=Vb’. We note that O=af=ga=bg=fb, etc. 
Therefore (a+b)T = (a+b)(U+G+H+V) = uH+aV+bU+bG = 
aVb’ + Ua’ + Vb’ + bUa’ = Gb’ + Uu’ + Vb’ + Ha’ = T(a’ + b’). It follows by 
a well-known result of Robson that (a + b)T= T(a + b), i.e., uH+ aV+ 
bU+bG= Ua+Ha+Gb+ Vb. Hence G=aV= Ua and H=bU= Vb. 
Without loss of generality we can take a’ = a and b’= b. Because 
fTy z gT as right T-modules we have f Ty = f TygT. Hence f Tyf = 
fTygTf=fTgTf=GH=aVb=abU=aVb=Uab. Because YEJ(T) 
we have ab E J(U). Also U/abU = fTflfTyf = fTfl(fTf n Ty) E 
(fTf +Ty)/Ty=f*T*f*=e,T*+e,T*+ ... +e,-,T*. Thus U/abU is 
the direct sum of in rings of the right form. In order to complete the proof 
that U is of T-type we must show that conjugation by the powers of ab is 
transitive on the set of prime ideals of U which are minimal over ab. 
Similar results hold in V. 
Set c=a+b. Then cT=aH+aV+bU+bG=abU+G+H+baV= 
fyTf + fyTg + gyTf + gyTg = yT= Ty = Tc. Without loss of generality we 
can work with c in place of y. Let P be a prime ideal of U minimal over ab 
and set P’ = P + G + H + V. It is routine to show that T/P’ z U/P and that 
y E P’. Thus P’ is a prime ideal of T minimal over y. Let Q be another 
prime ideal of U minimal over ab and set Q’ = Q + G + H f V. By 2.1 we 
have Q’ = y -‘P’y’ for some integer i, i.e., Q’ = c-~P’c’. We shall show that i 
is even. Because a E f Tg and b E gTf we have a2 = 0 = b2. Thus c2 = ab + ba. 
Also fc=fu=a=ug=cg and gc=cJ: Hence c-‘fc=g and c-‘gc=J We 
have g E Q’ and Q’ # T so that f 4 Q’. But Q’ = ceiP’ci so that c-kc E Q’. 
Thus we cannot have c-‘gc’=f: Therefore i is even, say i= 2j. We have 
c’ = c2J = (ab + ba)’ = (ab)J + (ba)‘. Therefore 
(ab)‘Q = (a.b)JfQ’f= ((ab)‘+ (ba)‘) fQ’f= cyQ’f 
= fc’Q’f= fP’cy= fPlfc’= fP’f(ab)J = P(ab)‘. 
Hence Q = (ab) --I P( ab)j. 
We now know that U is of T-type and that n(U) = %n( T) = in. We must 
show that udim(U) =n(U). Let K and L be right ideals of U with 
K n L = 0. Set K’ = K+ KG and L’ = L + LG. Then R and L’ are right 
T-submodules of U-k G = f T. Because Gf = 0 we have (K’ n L’)f = 
KfnL’f=KfnLf=O.Also(K’nL’)g=K’gnL’g=KGnLG= 
KUa n LUa = Ka n La. But a generates G as a free left U-module. There- 
fore Ka n La = (K n L)a = 0. Thus (K’ n L’)f = 0 = (K’ n L’)g so that 
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K’ n L’ = 0. It follows that a direct sum of non-zero right ideals of U gives 
rise in this way to a direct sum of the same number of non-zero right 
T-submodules of fT. Therefore udim( U) d udim(fT). But n = udim( T) = 
udim(fT) + udim( gT) = udim(fT) + udim( gTy) with fT% gTy. Hence 
udim(U) <udim(fT)= $z. On the other hand, if W is a non-zero right 
T-submodule of f T then Wf is a non-zero right ideal of U with Wf s 
W n U. It follows that udim(fT) < udim( U). Therefore udim( U) = 
udim(fT)-in=n(U). Also cU=bU= Vb= Vc so that Y=c-~UC. Hence 
Vr U and udim( I’) = udim( U) = fn = n(V). 
At last we know that U and V are of T-type with udim( U) = n(U) = 
$n c n(T) and udim( I’) = n(V) -C n(T). By induction there are orthogonal 
idempotents in U adding to f such that their images are the central idem- 
potents of U/abU which split it into a direct sum of prime rings. By com- 
bining these with a similar set of idempotents in V we obtain orthogonal 
idempotents fi, . . . . f, of T adding to 1 such that J”~* = e, for all i. Because 
f~W~TY~U~T)*=e~T* we have p(f2 T) = (0, k, 0, 0, . . . . 0) = p(f, Ty). 
Hence f2 T FZ fi Ty. Similarly f;+ r T z fi Tu for all i from 1 to n - 1. 1 
THEOREM 4.5. There is an integral domain D of T-type with n(D) = 1 
such that T is matrix-equivalent to the n by n tiled matrix ring consisting of 
those n by n matrices which have elements of D on and below the diagonal 
and elements of ZD above the diagonal, where z is the special element of D 
corresponding to the element y of T. Conversely and such tiled matrix ring is 
of T-type. 
Proof: By 3.3 we may suppose without loss of generality that 
udim( T) = n( T). The proof of Theorem 5.6 of [Z] can now be followed 
using the idempotents fi whose existence was established in 4.4 above. 
EXAMPLE 4.6. We shall construct an integral domain Y of T-type with 
n(V) = 2. This will show that not every ring of T-type is isomorphic to a 
tiled matrix ring as in 4.5. Let H be the ring of quaternions over the ring S 
of integers localised at 3. We have H/3Hs M,(S/3S). With the usual 
notation for quaternions set W = S + (i + j + ij)H and 
As in Example 2.9 of [3] we have Us M,(W). Set T= U[x] an 
V= W[x]. Then T is of T-type with 
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Also n(T) = 2 because T/yTr (H/3H)[x] @ (H/3H)[x]. We have 
TZ M,( V). Therefore V is an integral domain of T-type (2.10) with 
n(V)=n(T)=2. 
THEOREM~.~. Supposethatudim(T)=n(T).ThenThas(k+n-l)!/k!(n-l)! 
isomorphism types of finitely generated indecomposable projective right 
modules, and each such module is isomorphic to a untform direct summand 
of T. 
Proof Let X be a finitely generated indecomposable projective right 
T-module with p(X) = (x1, . . . . x,). By 2.9 we know that X is uniform. We 
have x1 + . . . + x, = k by 4.3. If n # 1 then X is isomorphic to a direct sum- 
mand of T by 4.3. If n = 1 then T has a unique finitely generated indecom- 
posable projective right module (cf. Theorem 3.16 of [2]) and T is an 
integral domain, so that Xr T. It remains to prove that if (x,, . . . . x,) is an 
arbitrary n-tuple of non-negative integers with x1 + . .. +x, = k then 
P(X) = (XI, . . . . x,) for some X as above. This can be proved as in 
Theorem 2.6 of [3] replacing length arguments by ones based on the 
number of uniform direct summands of the appropriate modules. 1 
THEOREM 4.8. Let X be a finitely generated indecomposable projective 
right T-module. 
(1) X is uniform. 
(2) Up to isomorphism there are$nitely many such modules X. 
(3) X is not always isomorphic to a direct summand of T. 
Proof. Part (1) was provided in 2.9. The number of isomorphism types 
of finitely generated indecomposable projective modules is matrix- 
invariant. Therefore (2) follows from 4.7 and 3.3. Let T and Y be as in 4.6. 
For T we have k = 2 = n = n(T) = udim( T). Hence T has three isomorphism 
types of finitely generated indecomposable projective right modules, by 4.7. 
Because Tz M2( V) we know that V also has three isomorphism types of 
finitely generated indecomposable projective right modules. Because V is an 
integral domain it follows that there are two isomorphism types of finitely 
generated indecomposable projective right V-modules which are not 
isomorphic to direct summand of T. We note that for V we have n = 2 and 
k = 1 so that the formula in 4.7 is not valid for V. 1 
THEOREM 4.9. Let T be as in 2.1 and suppose that T is an integral 
domain. Then T can be obtained as a multiple idealiser from an integral 
domain D of T-type with n(D) = 1. 
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ProoJ Set n = n(T) and S= M,(Tj. Then udim(S) = n = n(T) = n(S). 
Hence S is isomorphic to a tiled matrix ring over an integral domain La as 
in 4.5. We can now modify the proof of Theorem 2.8 of [3] to show that T 
is, up to isomorphism, a multiple idealiser of D. i 
Question 4.10. Is T always isomorphic to a tiled matrix ring over an 
integral domain D as in 4.5 if we drop the requirement that n(D) = I? 
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